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Abstract
Cloud computing promises easy development and deployment of large-scale, fault tolerant, and highly available applications. Cloud storage services are a key enabler of this, because they provide reliability, availability, and fault tolerance via internal mechanisms that developers need not reason about. Despite this, challenges remain for distributed cloud applications developers. They still need to make their code robust against failures of the machines running the code, and to reason about concurrent access to cloud storage by multiple machines.

We address this problem with a new abstraction, called locks with intent, which we implement in a client library called Olive. Olive makes minimal assumptions about the underlying cloud storage, enabling it to operate on a variety of platforms including Amazon DynamoDB and Microsoft Azure Storage. Leveraging the underlying cloud storage, Olive’s locks with intent offer strong exactly-once semantics for a snippet of code despite failures and concurrent duplicate executions.

To ensure exactly-once semantics, Olive incurs the unavoidable overhead of additional logging writes. However, by decoupling isolation from atomicity, it supports consistency levels ranging from eventual to transactional. This flexibility allows applications to avoid costly transactional mechanisms when weaker semantics suffice. We apply Olive’s locks with intent to build several advanced storage functionalities, including snapshots, transactions via optimistic concurrency control, secondary indices, and live table re-partitioning. Our experience demonstrates that Olive eases the burden of creating correct, fault-tolerant distributed cloud applications.

1 Introduction
Cloud platforms such as Amazon AWS, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure are becoming popular choices for deploying applications because they permit elastic scaling, handle various operational aspects, and offer high reliability and availability. As a common practice, cloud platforms offer reliable storage services with simple APIs that hide the distributed nature of the underlying storage. Application developers are thereby freed from handling distributed-systems issues such as data partitioning, fault tolerance, and load balancing. Examples include Amazon’s DynamoDB [1], Google’s Cloud Storage [8], and Microsoft’s Azure Storage [3]. This has led to a new paradigm for architecting applications where compute and storage components of an application are separated: applications store data on cloud storage, and perform computation on a set of client virtual machines (VMs).

This emerging architecture for applications poses an interesting new problem: Although cloud storage is made reliable by cloud service providers via fault-tolerance protocols [38, 49], it does not completely solve the problem of maintaining application-level consistency in face of failures. After all, clients running an application can fail, application processes on those clients can crash, and the network connecting those clients to the underlying storage can drop or reorder messages. Such issues can potentially leave the underlying storage in an inconsistent state, or block progress of application processes on other clients.

This problem is made even more challenging by the fact that cloud storage services tend to offer limited, low-level APIs. For example, the Azure Table storage service allows atomic batch update only on objects in the same partition [7, 21]. Cloud providers offer such APIs to allow efficient storage implementations, to offer applications the freedom to choose the right balance between performance and consistency, and to help themselves internally manage complexity and operational challenges. However, a limited API makes it hard for programmers of cloud applications to reason about correctness, given that clients can issue concurrent storage operations and can fail.

We address this problem with a new abstraction called locks with intent. The key insight behind this abstraction is that much of the complexity in handling failures and concurrency can be encapsulated in a simple intent concept that can be used in conjunction with locks. An intent is an arbitrary snippet of code that can contain both cloud storage operations and local computation, but with a key property that, when an intent execution completes, each step in the intent is guaranteed to have executed exactly once, despite failures, recovery, or concurrent executions.

A lock with intent lets a client lock an object in cloud storage as long as it first provides an intent describing what it plans to do while holding the lock. Once locked, the intent gains exclusive access to the object, just as
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a traditional lock in a shared memory model. However, unlike a traditional lock, a locked object will eventually be unlocked even if the client holding the lock crashes, as long as the application is deadlock-free. Furthermore, before the lock is unlocked, each step in the associated intent is guaranteed to have been executed exactly once.

We implement this abstraction in a client library called Olive. Olive’s design and implementation makes minimal assumptions about the underlying storage, which it encapsulates in the form of a common storage model. This model fits many existing cloud storage services as well as other large-scale distributed storage systems such as Apache Cassandra and MongoDB. Thus, Olive can work with any such storage service unchanged by using a shim that translates the service’s API to the model’s API.

To provide exactly-once execution semantics, Olive leverages the underlying storage’s fault-tolerance properties. It stores each intent, with a unique identifier, in the underlying cloud storage system itself. Olive further introduces distributed atomic affinity logging (DAAL). DAAL collocates the log entry that corresponds to executing an intent step with the object changed by that step.

Olive also includes mechanisms to ensure progress. Because Olive provides exactly-once semantics even if multiple clients concurrently execute the same intent, any client can acquire any locked object by executing the associated intent. To ensure liveness for all intents, not just those associated with locks other clients wish to acquire, Olive introduces a special process called an intent collector that periodically completes unfinished intents.

Using Olive’s locks with intent, we implement several libraries that provide advanced features on top of cloud storage. These include consistent snapshots, live table re-partitioning, secondary indices, and ACID transactions. Our experience with these case studies suggests that Olive significantly reduces the burden on programmers tasked with making code robust to failures and concurrency. Furthermore, Olive’s well-defined semantics make it easy to reason about correctness of application code despite failures and concurrency (§4, §5).

Our work makes the following contributions:

• We demonstrate the generality and usability of locks with intent by using them to build several useful libraries and reason about their correctness.
• We experimentally evaluate Olive on Microsoft’s Azure Storage to determine the performance cost of using locks with intent compared to baselines providing similar fault-tolerance guarantees.

2 Building cloud applications: challenges

Cloud applications typically run on multiple client VMs and store state on cloud storage: the client VMs are used only for computation and are effectively stateless. Such applications are fundamentally distributed and must cope with distributed-systems challenges such as asynchrony, concurrency, failure, and scaling.

The underlying reliable distributed cloud storage aims to alleviate the difficulty of building cloud applications. Its API thus generally hides the complexity of concurrency control, elasticity, and fault tolerance. Nevertheless, the developer of a cloud application still has to handle VM failures. She must also bridge the gap between rich application semantics and the cloud storage’s simple API.

2.1 A common storage model

Different cloud storage services offer different, constantly-evolving APIs. But, we want Olive to operate on any cloud service without requiring significant reworking each time a provider decides to make changes. Thus, we introduce a common storage model, an API that has enough features to support Olive but is simple enough to be implemented by any cloud storage service. In particular, it is easily implemented by popular cloud storage systems such as Microsoft’s Azure tables and Amazon’s DynamoDB, and by large-scale distributed storage systems such as Apache Cassandra and MongoDB. By stripping away functionality unique to certain services and focusing only on basic operations, we enable broad applicability for Olive.

Our model is that of a storage system providing schema-less tables. Each table row, also called an object, consists of a key and a set of attribute/value pairs. A table may be divided into partitions to satisfy a system-imposed limit on maximum partition size.

API. The model’s API includes operations to Create, Read, Update, and Delete rows (CRUD). It also includes Scan, UpdateIfUnchanged, and AtomicBatchUpdate, described in the next paragraphs. Scan takes a table and a predicate as parameters, and returns a stream providing all rows in that table satisfying that predicate. For instance, the predicate might be “has a count attribute with value > 5.” Every row that satisfies the predicate throughout the scan is guaranteed to be included. A row that only satisfies the condition some time during the scan (e.g., because it was created, updated,
or deleted during the scan) may or may not be included.

UpdateIfUnchanged is like Update, except it does nothing if the object to be updated has been updated or deleted since a certain previous operation on that object. That previous operation is identified by a handle passed to UpdateIfUnchanged. The application can obtain such handles because each Create, Read, and Update operation returns a handle representing that operation.

AtomicBatchUpdate lets the application perform multiple update and insert operations atomically. In other words, despite possible failures, either all or none of the operations will happen. However, this atomicity guarantees only works at a certain granularity: objects passed to AtomicBatchUpdate must be in the same atomicity scope, where the scope is a system-specific parameter.

Such a storage model is supported not only by cloud storage services, such as Amazon DynamoDB (with rows as the atomicity scope) and Microsoft Azure table storage (with partitions as the atomicity scope), but also by popular storage systems, such as MongoDB (with documents as the atomicity scope) and Cassandra (with partitions as the atomicity scope). Azure Table supports ETags, which can be considered as handles; DynamoDB supports conditional update. MongoDB supports Update if Current and Cassandra supports the IF keyword in INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements for conditional updates, which can be considered as generalizations of the conditional update primitive in our model. Such common capabilities are chosen by different storage services because they provide simple and flexible primitives for concurrency-control and fault-tolerance support, and because they can be supported at a manageable cost and complexity. The cost and complexity consideration leads to a somewhat limited API. For example, Cassandra chooses to support partition-level atomicity because “the underlying Paxos implementation works at the granularity of the partition” [5].

Invisible entries. In our model, it is always possible to put invisible entries in a scope. That is, a library interposing on the API between the application and the cloud storage can put entries in a scope, but hide them from the application by stripping them from returned results. Even if the only scope available is an object, this can be done by adding special attributes to it. If scopes are larger, such as partitions or tables, the library can use special rows.

Invisible entries should be used sparingly since they reduce performance and capacity. They reduce performance when an access to a real entry necessitates one or more accesses to invisible entries. They reduce capacity by using space that could otherwise be used for application data. In particular, a cloud storage system often places an upper bound on the size of a scope, e.g., a maximum row or partition size. By using invisible entries, the interposing library reduces the effective maximum size from the application’s perspective. Indeed, when the application asks for the maximum allowable size of a scope, the library must provide a lower number than the underlying storage system to account for this.

**Lock.** The primitives provided by the storage interface can be used to implement other useful client functionality. For example, we can implement an object lock by adding an invisible Boolean attribute called locked to the object. To acquire the lock, a client reads the object and gets a handle. If the locked bit is not set, the client issues a conditional update with the returned handle to set the locked bit. It gets the lock if and only if that update succeeds. To release the lock, the client resets the locked bit via another update.

**2.2 A case study: supporting snapshots**

As a case study, we present the example of supporting storage snapshots using the common storage model described earlier. A resulting table-snapshotting (or STable) service allows clients to create snapshots of a table without interrupting normal operations on the table, in addition to the standard CRUD operations. This is functionality we have actually designed and implemented for a production scenario.

To demonstrate how easy it is to accidentally introduce bugs when designing snapshot tables, we show one of

```python
def updateObject(key, newObj):
    obj = curTable.Read(key)
    lastSnapshot = curTable.Read(LAST_SNAP).value
    curEpoch = lastSnapshot + 1
    if (obj != None and obj.version <= lastSnapshot):
        snapshotTables[lastSnapshot].Update(key, obj)
    newObj.version = curEpoch
    curTable.UpdateIfUnchanged(key, newObj)
```

**Figure 1**—Pseudocode for the object-update routine in a buggy snapshot design. It sometimes requires extra work because a snapshot table is being lazily populated.

**Figure 2**—Execution trace exposing a bug in the Figure 1 code. Client C1, a slow updater, performs update lines 2–4, looking up a certain key and finding version #5. Since the last snapshot epoch is #4, the object is up to date and no copy-on-write is needed so it skips to line 9. Update lines 9–10, which happen later, update the current table with new contents but still version #5. Meanwhile, client C2 creates a new snapshot, and client C3 does an update involving a copy-on-write to snapshot table #5. At the end of this trace, the snapshot invariant is violated: snapshot table #5 contains contents that do not reflect the latest update, just performed by C1.
our earliest designs and the bug it contained. This design implements snapshotting tables directly on cloud storage, instead of using primitives like locks with intent.

**Buggy STable design.** In this design, each snapshot is implemented as an actual table. However, rather than fully populating this table when a snapshot is created, the table is populated lazily. This makes snapshot creation quick, which prevents snapshot creation from making the table unavailable for an extended period of time.

Snapshots are numbered in increasing order, with the first one being snapshot 1. Snapshots divide time into epochs, with epoch 1 preceding snapshot 1, epoch 2 coming between snapshots 1 and 2, etc. An invisible entry is put into each object to represent its *version*, defined as the last epoch it was updated in. An invisible entry is put into the table to represent the number of the last snapshot taken. The current epoch is one more than this number.

To lazily populate a snapshot, we use a snapshot-aware routine for updating objects, as shown in Figure 1. If it finds that the object version in the current table belongs in an earlier snapshot (i.e., smaller than the current snapshot number of the table), it copies the object to a snapshot table before overwriting it. This makes the current table essentially copy-on-write after a new snapshot is taken. A key *snapshot* invariant for STable is that, if snapshot table \( i \) has a row with key \( k \), then that row contains the contents of the last update to key \( k \) made with version \( i \).

Figure 2 illustrates an example execution demonstrating a bug in this design that violates the snapshot invariant. The subtle bug surfaces because a client holds on to an old snapshot number for the STable and completes its update only after a new snapshot is created and after another client performs a copy-on-write. This delayed update associates different object contents with the version copied to the snapshot, thereby violating the snapshot invariant. The use of conditional update does not help because copy-on-write is a multi-object operation.

One way to fix this bug is for the client to acquire a lock on the object for the duration of the code in Figure 1. This would prevent multiple updates from interleaving. While implementing a lock is feasible as shown earlier, one challenge is to ensure liveness when a lock holder fails. To relieve developers from worrying about these subtle issues and to help reason about correctness despite concurrency and failures, we introduce a new primitive called locks with intent, which the next section elaborates.

3 Locks with intent

As shown in the STable example of §2, the main challenge in developing cloud applications is to ensure correctness in the face of client failures and concurrent cross-scope client operations. Olive therefore introduces locks with intent, which ensures *exactly-once* execution (despite failures) and *mutual exclusion* (for concurrent operations).

We intend Olive to be used by both application and infrastructure developers. Since our approach is flexible enough to support a transaction library, as we will show in §4.4, users can always use that library to have the same simplicity offered by transactions. But, crucially, our design also allows sophisticated users to write more efficient implementations, by reducing complexity via automatic failure handling and simplification of concurrency.

Figure 3 depicts Olive’s high level architecture. Olive’s locks with intent provide a new abstraction for cloud applications to handle failures and concurrency elegantly. This abstraction is built atop the common storage model described in §2.1, which can be mapped to different cloud storage or distributed storage systems. Olive does not modify the storage layer, so it preserves the performance and scalability characteristics of existing storage services. Furthermore, Olive does not require direct distributed coordination among clients running an application’s computation: all interactions are through cloud storage, conforming to the existing cloud application model.

3.1 Intents: Exactly-once execution

An *intent* is a request for a certain code snippet to be executed exactly once. The snippet may contain loops or recursive calls, but must terminate in a bounded number of steps. An intent can involve both local computation and operations on cloud storage. The code snippet is arbitrary, but usually it is a critical section protected by a lock.

**Determinism.** Besides bounded run time, the main restriction on intent code is that it be deterministic. That is, it must produce the same result when executed with the same inputs and in the same state. Determinism makes it possible to replay an execution after a failure by pre-
cishly reproducing results up to the failure point and then continuing execution. Non-determinism is permitted only in Olive-provided routines, where Olive can track the sources of non-determinism and return the same result deterministically. For instance, Olive provides a routine for generating random numbers; the developer must use it instead of the system random number generator.

The code must be deterministic even if run by different clients. For instance, it should not depend on any special privileges possessed only by a subset of clients. §6 will discuss removing this restriction in future work.

Non-deterministic code in an intent constitutes a bug. Olive cannot detect this error; it simply does not guarantee exactly-once semantics in this case.

Tracking and executing intents. Exactly-once execution of an intent is challenging because (i) the initiating client may fail partway through executing it, and (ii) other clients attempting to recover from the initiator’s failure may lead to multiple, possibly concurrent, clients executing the intent. After all, failure detection may be imperfect, so one client may incorrectly believe another has failed and attempt to recover from that apparent failure. Olive deals with these challenges as follows.

Olive assigns a unique intentId to each intent, and uses this as a key when storing the intent in the intents table. To ensure exactly-once execution semantics, Olive must log the steps any client executes as part of an intent. This way, if the client fails, another client will know where to continue from during recovery. Olive does this logging in a table named executionLog. For each step requiring logging, Olive adds a new row to executionLog, using a key combining intentId and the step number within the intent. For local non-deterministic operations, such as those done by Olive-provided random-number-generation routines, Olive stores any non-deterministic choices in executionLog. For cloud-storage operations that return results (e.g., reads), Olive stores those results in executionLog. This logging allows any future re-execution of an intent to return the same result.

Due to the limited storage model described in §2.1, Olive cannot atomically read an object from cloud storage and write it to executionLog. Fortunately, it does not have to, because read operations have no immediate externally visible effect. In fact, for better performance, Olive defers logging until right before it executes an externally visible operation. As a result, a client could crash immediately after issuing a read operation to the cloud storage, but before logging to executionLog. In that case, if a client resumes executing the intent, it will re-execute the read operation, potentially getting a different value from the cloud storage. This is safe because only the new execution leads to externally visible effects.

DAAL. We have so far treated executionLog as if it were a single standalone database table, but as we will now discuss it is only logically a single table. To achieve exactly-once semantics, when we update data we must also, in one atomic action, log that update to executionLog. But, as discussed in §2.1, most cloud storage services do not support atomic actions across tables. Thus, while it is possible to store logs of read operations in a single table, each log of a write operation must be in the same table as the object being written.

To solve this problem, Olive introduces a novel logging scheme called distributed atomic affinity logging (DAAL). With DAAL, executionLog consists of two parts. The first part, which stores the results of completed read operations, is a regular table. The second part, which stores log entries corresponding to writes, is a set of invisible entries distributed among the scopes in the system. To perform an AtomicBatchUpdate that both updates an object and inserts an executionLog entry, Olive chooses a scope for the entry that includes the updated object.

Olive deterministically derives each entry’s identifier from the intentId, the current intent step number, and the key of the modified object. This ensures that, if another client later tries to perform the update a second time, it will fail because the invisible log entry already exists. If the log entry is a row, then the second insertion will fail because of a key conflict. If the log entry is an attribute, the second insertion will fail because the client will first do a read to ensure the absence of the attribute, then will perform the attribute insertion using UpdateIfUnchanged.

Olive also logs progress information in the central intents table—one column of each intent’s row indicates how many update steps of that intent have been executed. The steps recorded in the intents table must actually have been performed although additional steps may have been executed that are not yet recorded. This is just an optimization to avoid clients wasting time attempting to re-perform already-executed steps. Not recording an already-executed step does not compromise correctness because DAAL ensures that no client will be able to successfully execute any update a second time.

Note that the first part of executionLog, the single table holding logs of read operations, is accessed by every client performing an intent. To prevent this table from becoming a throughput bottleneck, or from exceeding capacity limits, Olive partitions it on intentId. The degree of partitioning is configurable.

Liveness. Exactly-once semantics requires more than just never executing any intent more than once. It also requires executing each intent at least once. We ensure this liveness property as follows.

First, we put another requirement on intent code besides non-determinism and bounded run time. The developer
must ensure that, as long as the code is retried repeatedly, it eventually completes.

Given this requirement, all Olive must do to achieve liveness is to retry each intent repeatedly. To ensure such repeated retries, Olive uses an intent collector. This special background process periodically scans the intents table to identify incomplete intents and complete them.

Such an intent collector guarantees liveness as long as it never stops. Fortunately, cloud providers offer mechanisms to monitor core services and to restart them if they fail; such a mechanism should be used for the intent collector. Even if this causes multiple instances of the intent collector to coexist briefly, this is safe because of Olive’s assurance of at-most-once semantics for each intent.

Indeed, it may be desirable to always run multiple instances of the intent collector, so that if one fails and the failure takes time to be detected and rectified, intents are still completed promptly. Multiple instances may, for efficiency, be designed to partition work among themselves, but we have not yet implemented such partitioning.

### 3.2 Mutual exclusion with exactly-once semantics

Intents can be combined with locks to ensure both mutual exclusion and exactly-once semantics, leading to a powerful new primitive called locks with intent. A “lock” in this context is like a typical lock in that it restricts access to an object or set of objects. However, the access restriction is not to a single client but to a single intent: only clients performing that intent are permitted access. That intent has a step that acquires the lock, then steps that access the locked objects, then a step that releases the lock.

From the developer’s perspective, the lock is easy to use since it acts like a regular lock that restricts object access to only a single client. In reality, locked objects are accessible to multiple clients, but, because of the exactly-once semantics of intents, all those clients’ object accesses are equivalent to accesses by a single client. Thus, semantically, acquiring one of our locks is equivalent to acquiring a lock that limits access only to a single client.

Even though our locks are semantically equivalent to normal locks, they are safer to use. An object locked with a normal lock can only be accessed by the client who locks it. This is dangerous since the client may fail, rendering the object forever unavailable. However, by allowing any client performing the intent to access the locked object, the developer no longer has to worry about this concern. Locks cannot be tied up indefinitely; they will eventually be released by the intent collector.

Despite this, a client that needs to access an object may still have to wait a long time for the collector to release an intent lock on it. Thus, as an additional optimization, we introduce the following mechanism. When code within an intent acquires a lock, we associate the intent’s intentId with that lock using an invisible attribute. When the code

```python
def updateObject_IntentCode(key, newObj):
    obj = curTable.Read(key)
    if obj == None:
        return NOT_FOUND
    table.Lock(obj.key)
    lastSnapshot = curTable.Read(LAST_SNAP).value
    curEpoch = lastSnapshot + 1
    if (obj.version <= lastSnapshot):
        snapshotTables[lastSnapshot].Update(key, obj)
        newObj.version = curEpoch
        curTable.UpdateIfUnchanged(key, newObj)
    else:
        table.Unlock(obj.key)
    return SUCCESS
```

Figure 4—Pseudocode for the intent code to update an object.

later releases the lock, we remove the association with the intent’s intentId. This way, if another client needs the lock but finds it unavailable, it can tell whether the lock is held by an intent. If so, the blocked client can take responsibility for immediately completing the intent, thereby allowing itself to make progress.

### 4 Applications and experience

Locks with intent make it easy to reason about desirable correctness and fault-tolerance properties of software. To demonstrate their general utility, this section will describe how we use them to build several components.

Note that these components are themselves generally useful. That is, each is a library that provides applications with a storage API richer than that of the underlying cloud storage system. In §4.1, we discuss our STable library, which augments the cloud storage API with a facility for snapshotting tables. In §4.2, we discuss a library that adds the ability to do live table re-partitioning. In §4.3, we show how to add support for secondary indices. Finally, in §4.4, we show how to add the ability to form ACID transactions out of arbitrary sequences of operations.

#### 4.1 Snapshots

One component we build is the STable library, which provides applications with the ability to take snapshots of tables. In §2.2, we discussed how the complexity of table snapshotting can lead to subtle bugs. In particular, the code in Figure 1 can lead to a violation of our snapshot invariant. The fundamental reason the bug arises is the difficulty of reasoning about the many possible interleavings of concurrent clients.

Fortunately, intents provide a straightforward way to reduce the possible interleavings. That is, we can create an intent that locks obj while executing the code from Figure 1; the resulting intent code is shown in Figure 4. Because the intent locks obj, executions of intents on
the same obj are serialized; i.e., they do not overlap. Furthermore, we do not have to worry about liveness issues arising from introducing locks, because locks with intent automatically defend against failing lock holders.

Here is an argument that the snapshot invariant is maintained by this approach. Because the intent locks obj, all executions of the intent on the same obj are serialized, i.e., they do not overlap. Consider any run of the intent that copies the contents of obj to snapshot table i. Because this copy occurs in the middle of an intent, and all intents to obj are serialized, the copy must reflect all earlier executions of the intent. That is, it must reflect the last update performed so far, and the snapshot invariant holds. We must also demonstrate that the invariant continues to hold, i.e., that a later update will not violate it by writing to the current table with version i. To demonstrate this, we observe that any subsequent run of the intent for obj will be serialized afterward. Those runs will read a lastSnapshot ≥ i, causing them to use a curEpoch ≥ i + 1. Thus, the snapshot invariant is maintained.

Note that the only object we lock is obj; we do not lock the special row with key LOCK_SNAP. Thus, we do not conflict with concurrent operations that update the current snapshot number. If we were to use transactions instead of locks with intent, we would have such a conflict.

Our STable implementation offers stronger properties than just the snapshot invariant. For instance, it ensures that any two reads of the same key from the same snapshot will return the same object contents. It also offers further functionality, like the ability to garbage-collect old snapshots and to roll back to earlier snapshots. These facilities also became easier to build with locks with intent.

4.2 Live table re-partitioning

Another component we build is a library that exports a facility for live re-partitioning of tables. This functionality is crucial if a table may grow to the point where it exceeds system-imposed size limits. It can also help relieve “hot spots” by dividing a frequently-accessed tables into multiple tables with consequently greater throughput. By building this library, we do for general cloud storage what Zephyr [28] did for transactional storage.

A straightforward approach would be to lock the table for the duration of re-partitioning. However, re-partitioning potentially involves an enormous amount of data movement, taking seconds or minutes. So, it is unreasonable to block clients during re-partitioning; we must allow concurrent operations during re-partitioning.

This concurrency requirement poses challenges for correct development. The developer must now reason about all the possible interleavings of client operations with steps of re-partitioning. Failure to do so can lead to bugs.

To illustrate this, Figure 5 depicts a buggy design aimed at enabling object updates during live re-partitioning of tables. The bug arises in the following scenario. Suppose that, when a client starts executing updateObject for key k, there is no ongoing re-partitioning job, so the client reaches line 17. At this point, a re-partitioning job commences, and successfully migrates key k to the new partition. The client then continues from line 17, writing its update only to a table that will soon be obsolete. Eventually, the re-partitioning job reaches line 9 without realizing there is useful data it missed in the current table. So, when it updates the metaTable, it effectively and incorrectly rolls back the client’s update.

Fortunately, such challenges and reasoning can be substantially mitigated due to locks with intent. Our general strategy is to break the job of re-partitioning into small tasks, each of which is short enough that it is acceptable to block clients for its duration. We then use a lock with intent for each such task, and a lock with intent for each client operation on the table.

In this way, we do not have to reason about arbitrary interleavings between clients and the re-partitioning job. We only have to reason about interleavings at the coarse scale of tasks. For instance, a client operation can overlap the re-partitioning job, but it cannot overlap a task that accesses the same object. More specifically, each task corresponds to migrating one object from one partition to another partition. This involves replacing the object in the old partition with a marker that redirects clients with outdated views to the new partition. Figure 6 depicts pseudocode for the migration routine as well the object-update procedure in the re-partitioning service that uses locks with intent.

With this migrator design, the object-update routine does not use locks. If an object is locked for migration, the object-update routine and a migration routine in a buggy live re-partitioning design.

```python
def migratePartitionToNewTable(pKey, futTable):
    curTable = metaTable.Read(pKey).value
    metaTable.Update(pKey, [curTable, futTable])
    objectsToMove = Scan(curTable, partitionKey == pKey)
    for obj in ObjectsToMove:
        futTable.Create(obj.key, obj)
    metaTable.Update(pKey, [futTable])

def updateObject(key, newObj):
    # get partition key associated with the key
    pKey = getPartitionKey(key)
    tablesList = metaTable.Read(pKey).value

    # check if this table is being re-partitioned
    if (tablesList.len == 1):
        curTable = tablesList[0]
        curTable.Update(key, newObj)
    else: ...
```

**Figure 5**—Pseudocode for the object-update routine and a migration routine in a buggy live re-partitioning design.
Another component we build is a library that supports constructing, maintaining, and using secondary indices. A secondary index for a table T is a separate table T’ designed to allow quick lookups into T using a non-key attribute Attr. Each row of T’ consists of an Attr value and a T key. However, T’ uses the Attr values as its keys.

The main challenge in building secondary-index support is maintaining consistency between T and T’. Because cloud storage systems typically do not support multi-table atomic transactions, there are necessarily times when the two tables’ contents are not consistent with each other. For example, a row may exist in T without a corresponding row in T’.

To see the challenge more concretely, consider the following naïve algorithm for updating an object in T:

1. Update the corresponding row in T.
2. Insert a row into T’ mapping the new Attr value to the key of the updated row.
3. Delete the row from T’ with the former Attr value.

Unfortunately, this logic is not robust to failures: if a process running the above procedure crashes after step 1 but before completing steps 2 and 3, it will leave the underlying storage in an inconsistent state.

We could address this with “cleanup” processes that run in the background to periodically find and fix inconsistencies between T and T’. However, in addition to complicating deployment and wasting resources by continuously scanning for inconsistencies, such cleanup processes can actually introduce inconsistency, as in the following scenario. First, a client updates an object to change Attr from OLD to NEW, but crashes before step 3. Next, a cleanup process notices this and decides to delete the row in T’ with Attr=OLD, but crashes before step 3. Finally, the cleanup process acts on its earlier decision and deletes the row in T’ corresponding to OLD, not realizing that this is actually now a useful row. This leaves T’ without any row corresponding to the object.

Olive provides a natural solution to eventually consistent secondary indices. We perform steps 1–3 described earlier in an intent that also locks the object from T. Because secondary indices are eventually consistent when the intents complete their executions, we do not have to worry about inconsistencies caused by intermediate failures, like the one discussed earlier. Additionally, the intent collector in this solution has to do less work than the cleaner process described earlier. After all, the cleaner process must scan all rows changed since the last time it ran, but the intent collector only has to scan the intents table for outstanding incomplete intents.

4.3 Secondary indices

```python
def migrateIntent(curTable, futTable, obj):
    curTable.Lock(obj.key)
    futTable.Create(obj.key, obj)
    obj.migrated = True
    curTable.Update(obj.key, obj)
    curTable.Unlock(obj.key)

def migratePartitionToNewTable(pKey, futTable):
    curTable = metaTable.Read(pKey).value
    metaTable.Update(pKey, [curTable, futTable])
    objsToMove = Scan(curTable, partitionKey == pKey)
    for obj in objsToMove:
        migrateIntent(curTable, futTable, obj)
        metaTable.Update(pKey, [futTable])

def updateObject(key, newObj):
    pKey = getPartitionKey(key)
    tablesList = metaTable.Read(pKey).value
    curTable = tablesList[0]
    if tablesList.len == 1:
        curTable.UpdateIfUnchanged(key, newObj)
    elif tablesList.len == 2:
        futTable = tablesList[1]
        oldObj = curTable.Read(key)
        if oldObj.migrated == True:
            futTable.UpdateIfUnchanged(key, newObj)
        elif oldObj.locked == True:
            migrateIntent(curTable, futTable, oldObj)
            futTable.UpdateIfUnchanged(key, newObj)
        else:
            curTable.UpdateIfUnchanged(key, newObj)
```

Figure 6—Pseudocode for the migration routine and the object-update routine in the live table re-partitioning service based on Olive’s locks with intent.

...
4.4 Transactions

The last component we build is a library that augments the cloud storage API with the ability to form transactions out of an arbitrary collection of operations. This is valuable because, as described in §2.1, most cloud storage systems do not support transactions across tables. We will see that Olive’s locks with intent make it simple to build a client-side library that exports APIs to execute general-purpose ACID transactions [16, 33, 40, 55].

Our design of this transaction library is based on optimistic concurrency control (OCC), which has three phases: shadow execution, verification, and update in place [37]. To guarantee ACID semantics, an OCC protocol requires that the last two steps happen atomically. In particular, they must be isolated from updates of other transactions. Furthermore, all changes made by the transaction must be either committed or aborted in their entirety. Thus, a core piece of a distributed transaction protocol is the atomic-commit mechanism. To satisfy these requirements, distributed systems that implement transactions use the following techniques: a special transaction coordinator process uses a shadow write-ahead log to ensure atomicity, and uses locks during the verification step to ensure isolation from other transactions [27].

We observe that these techniques can be naturally implemented by using Olive’s locks with intent. Figure 7 depicts pseudocode that can be wrapped in an intent to execute the atomic commit mechanism with the aforementioned properties. The mutual exclusion property of Olive’s locks with intent provides the desirable isolation, and the intent’s execution log acts as a write-ahead log. That is, it contains all the information needed to commit or abort a transaction. Most importantly, for liveness we require that transaction coordinators never fail; we ensure this by using intents as our transaction coordinators.

4.5 Evaluation: ease of development

Before we designed Olive’s locks with intent, we created some of the cloud services described in this section by building directly atop the raw cloud-storage interface. It was both tedious and error-prone as we had to reason about many failure scenarios and consider many interleavings of code steps by different clients. To concretely demonstrate how Olive makes it easy to develop such cloud services, we now compare the complexity of developing such cloud services with and without Olive. We use lines of code as a proxy for code complexity.

Figure 8 depicts our results. These results demonstrate that Olive reduces lines of code written, and thus likely reduces complexity. This finding, in combination with our experience (§4.1–4.4), suggests that Olive makes it significantly easier to build these services. Note that one of the artifacts that does not use Olive (live re-partitioning) was built by a different team with a very different approach to making code robust to failures and concurrency. (We note this because the comparison and feature set may not be fully apples-to-apples.) For the case of OCC-based transactions, as discussed in §4.4, Olive makes it simple to express a transactional protocol.

5 Experimental evaluation

The previous section demonstrated that Olive’s locks with intent make it easy to design, and to reason about the correctness of, new cloud services that are robust to failures and concurrency. This section experimentally evaluates Olive to understand its costs and benefits.
5.1 Implementation

We implement Olive as a client library in approximately 2,000 lines of C# code, including all features described in §3. As discussed there, although we have built an intent collector capable of coexisting with other instances of itself, our implementation does not support partitioning work among such instances for greater efficiency.

To allow Olive to work on multiple underlying storage systems, we implement it atop an abstract C# interface that exposes the storage model described in §2.1. We then build concrete C# classes that call cloud storage systems’ APIs to implement the abstract interface. We implement two such concrete mappings. The first maps to Azure Table storage; it is only 38 lines of code because our abstract storage interface maps one-to-one to its API. The second maps to Amazon DynamoDB; it is 107 lines of code. DynamoDB provides atomicity at the granularity of individual objects [4], so our concrete class only allows AtomicBatchUpdate for object scopes.

5.2 Setup and method

We experiment on Olive with Microsoft Azure Table service as the cloud storage. For computation, we use a G3 VM instance (8-core Intel Xeon E5 v3 family with 112 GB RAM) running Windows Server 2012 R2 in the same availability zone as the storage service.

The principal goal of our evaluation is to understand the costs of robustness due to Olive’s mechanisms relative to alternative mechanisms. To do so, we compare the performance of Olive-based artifacts with baselines providing similar fault-tolerance guarantees. For these comparisons, our performance metric is the latency of storage operations. In each experiment, we report the mean of at least 1,000 measurements along with the 95% confidence interval for that mean. For these end-to-end experiments, we use YCSB [25] to generate workloads.

5.3 Cost of Olive’s exactly-once semantics

To understand the costs of Olive’s logging for ensuring exactly-once semantics, we experiment with a series of microbenchmarks. We write two intents, one of which issues a single Read on an object and the other of which issues a single Update. Each object consists of a random 64-byte key and a random 1-KB value. Our baseline for this is a snippet of code that issues the same operations but without using Olive’s intent-execution machinery. We run these intents and the associated baselines 1,000 times, and measure the latency of the aforementioned operations. Figure 9 depicts our results.

As expected, Olive pays significant latency overhead compared to a baseline that does not ensure exactly-once semantics. The reason is that Olive has to register its intent by writing to the intents table, then insert DAAL entries. Furthermore, our implementation writes an entry to another results table when an intent execution is complete. The last operation is not crucial to Olive, but stores a succinct summary of the intent execution including the final return value of the intent. Our implementation does this so that other clients can quickly learn the final return value of an intent by simply doing a lookup on this table.

Amortizing setup costs. Much of this overhead (registering an intent, saving the final results, etc.) is per-intent cost. Thus, to understand the costs of Olive’s intent execution in a comprehensive manner, we run another set of experiments in which we vary the number of operations $k$ per intent, setting $k=1, 4,$ and 16. Figure 10 depicts our results. As expected, the aforementioned per-intent costs amortize over multiple operations, and the per-operation cost of a storage operation in an intent is comparable to that of directly executing the operation without Olive.

Varying object sizes. We experiment with Olive and the baseline under varying value sizes (16 bytes, 128 bytes, and 1 KB) and with varying $k$. We find that neither Olive’s costs nor the baseline’s costs grow with value size, so we do not depict these results.
Figure 11—Latency of Create, Read, and Update operations using two snapshotting services: (i) a baseline that uses a cloud database’s native support for creating snapshots, and (ii) the Olive-based artifact. Under Olive, the latency of an Update immediately after taking a snapshot takes 5× as long as a normal Update; the baseline incurs only 2× higher latency due to native support for snapshots. The Olive-based artifact is competitive with the baseline for non-Update operations.

5.4 End-to-end performance: snapshots

To understand the performance of an Olive-based artifact, we experiment with the snapshotting service we built. Two reasonable alternative approaches for building this artifact in a cloud environment are: (i) create a snapshotting service atop a cloud storage system similar to the Olive-based artifact, but, instead of using DAAL, put all the application data as well as snapshots of that data in the same atomicity scope; and (ii) employ a cloud storage system that natively supports creating snapshots, e.g., Azure SQL or Amazon Aurora.

Alternative (i) can exploit AtomicBatchUpdate to create snapshots of application data, without having to incur difficulties we discussed earlier (§2.2). Unfortunately, for most cloud applications, this is truly not an option. It severely limits throughput and scalability, because each atomicity scope supports only a few thousand requests per second. It also limits capacity, because each atomicity scope supports only a certain amount of data. Furthermore, in some cloud storage systems (e.g., Amazon DynamoDB), the atomicity scope is a single object, thereby rendering this option infeasible. We thus use alternative (ii) for our baseline; specifically, we use Azure SQL. Of course, this baseline supports far more features than our artifact, but we find that it is the closest alternative with similar functionality in a cloud environment.

In our measurements, a client process first preloads a table created by YCSB’s benchmarking tool; the table contains 1,000 objects, each having ten attributes with 100-byte values. The client process then runs a series of experiments, in which it uses YCSB’s core workloads a–d to generate a stream of 1,000 requests with varying mixtures of Read, Create, and Update operations. We also run another set of experiments, in which the client process creates a snapshot between preloading the table with data and running the workloads. This causes each Update operation in the experiments to perform copy-on-write. Figure 11 summarizes our results.

For operations other than Update, the Olive-based artifact’s performance is competitive with the baseline. The largest difference is that, under Olive, the first Update immediately after taking a snapshot incurs 5× higher latency than a normal Update; for the baseline, it is only 2× higher. The primary reason is that, while the baseline requires only a single round trip to the database server, Olive incurs additional round trips and extra logging to ensure the exactly-once semantics. Furthermore, the database service likely uses complex machinery to implement the snapshotting feature efficiently.

Finally, because the Olive-based snapshotting service uses a NoSQL cloud storage system instead of the baseline’s SQL database service, it likely incurs much lower monetary cost. Unfortunately, the pricing models of these cloud services are complex and hard to compare, so we now provide only a rough comparison.

Azure's table service charges on two axes: amount of data stored and number of operations performed. For example, in the West-US data center, it costs $0.045–0.12 per GB of data per month (depending on amount of data stored and the desired geo-replication level), and $0.036 per million cloud storage operations [2].

On the other hand, Azure SQL charges for desired throughput, measured in database transaction units (DTUs) [6], and amount of data stored. A DTU is much more complex than the number of cloud storage operations because it accounts for the number of disk operations and the amount of processing consumed by a SQL query. As an example, for 5 DTUs and 2 GB of data, the charge is $5/month. This increases to $465/month with 125 DTUs and 500 GB of data.

A rough comparison using these figures suggests that the cost of a SQL database is at least an order of magnitude higher than Azure’s table store. As a result, the Olive-based artifact reaps lower monetary costs from its underlying store while providing a snapshotting feature with comparable performance.
5.5 End-to-end performance: live re-partitioning

To understand the benefits of the flexible isolation properties of Olive’s locks with intents, we evaluate two Olive-based implementations of the live re-partitioning service (§4.2): one using the Olive-based transaction library (§4.4) and the other using intents directly for fine-granularity isolation. Such a comparison will also help demonstrate the flexibility of locks with intent: developers can build their service atop our transaction library first for simplicity and then later optimize it by writing that service with intents directly for performance.

We run experiments in which a client process first preloads a table with 1,000 objects and then issues a stream of Create, Read, and Update operations generated via YCSB’s core workloads a–d. Figure 12 depicts the performance of the intent-based artifact and compares it with a transaction-based implementation. We find that in all cases the intent-based artifact performs better than, or as well as, the transaction-based one.

A notable scenario where Olive’s locks with intent enable us to optimize the re-partitioning service is in the implementation of its Update operation. In the intent-based artifact, this operation does not need to lock any objects, but the transaction library cannot avoid locking. In particular, the intent-based artifact implements this by exploiting the UpdateIfUnchanged API supported by the underlying cloud storage system. As a result, the latency goes down by roughly 6×. Similarly, for Create and the data-migration routine, the intent-based artifact locks fewer objects, enabling it to achieve better performance than the transaction-based one.

Finally, because the migration routine in the re-partitioning service locks and migrates one object at a time, if a normal table operation (e.g., Read) observes that an object is locked, it has to block for the duration of data migration. (Figure 12 does not depict this case.)

5.6 Storage overheads

Up to this point, we have measured the latency overhead Olive incurs to ensure exactly-once semantics. We now evaluate Olive’s storage overhead. We do this by running a microbenchmark with our re-partitioning service. In particular, we use the data-migration routine depicted in Figure 6. For the experiment, we preload data into a table and use YCSB’s core workload a, which inserts 1,000 objects each having ten attributes with 100-byte values. We then run Olive’s migration routine to move those objects to a new table. We measure the total size of all tables before and after the migration.

The application data inserted by the workload is roughly 1 MB. Before the migration runs, we find that the total size of the tables is 2.6 MB. The 2.6× overhead comes from the internal use of an intent in the table re-partitioning service’s Create operation. This intent serializes the object to be inserted and stores it in the intents table (as the initial state of the intent). As a result, it doubles the size of data in tables. The remaining overhead is due to DAAL entries and invisible attributes (e.g., locked). After the migration procedure completes, the total size of the data in the tables increases to 5.5 MB, which again is due to the use of intents. Fortunately, most of this overhead is ephemeral: after garbage collection and deletion of objects in the old table, the storage overhead is less than 8% of the application-data size.

5.7 Summary

While Olive incurs unavoidable latency and storage overheads to ensure exactly-once semantics (§5.3), our experience suggests that Olive’s strong semantics make it easy to quickly build cloud services that are correct and fault-tolerant (§4). Furthermore, our end-to-end experiments show that Olive-based artifacts have performance comparable to baselines that provide similar fault-tolerance guarantees. Finally, even when a feature is offered by some cloud storage system, building the feature with Olive can save significant money by enabling the use of a less expensive cloud storage system.

6 Discussion

Comparison to transactions. Transactions are arguably simpler to use than intents, but offer less flexibility. Intents can support both strong consistency and eventual consistency, can avoid full isolation when not required, and can support exactly-once semantics which are often not provided by transactions. Indeed, as shown in §4.4, intents are general enough to support transactions, so developers who want a simple experience can always use the transaction library Olive provides.

Liveness of intents. The liveness of Olive’s locks with intent hinges on the liveness of intents. Just as with code,
developers must ensure that an intent does not contain bugs leading to infinite loops, crashes, or deadlocks. A more subtle concern is that Olive may amplify such bugs. For example, testing often misses bugs occurring in rare scenarios. So, Olive may trigger latent bugs by exercising the rare scenario in which an intent is executed not by its owner but by another client or the intent collector.

It is possible to automatically recover from deadlock bugs in intents. After all, Olive’s locks with intent can be used to encode deadlock recovery logic inside an intent, e.g. by undoing the effects of the intent to release a lock. Olive’s semantics ensure that such recovery logic inside an intent is executed exactly once. As an example, our OCC-based transaction library (§4.4) includes such logic to abort a transaction if it detects read-write conflicts during the verification step.

**Garbage collection of intent logs.** Entries in the **intents** table, as well as DAAL entries, need to be garbage-collected. But, this must be done with care, because a recovering client uses the existence of an entry to decide whether to execute a step in an intent. A slow client that attempts to execute a step in an intent might mistakenly re-execute it because the corresponding entries have been garbage collected. One solution is to introduce the notion of epochs for intents, with a mandate that an intent created in epoch \( n \) must be completed by the end of epoch \( n + 1 \) and is considered outdated in epoch \( n + 2 \) and beyond. It this case, is safe to garbage-collect entries for outdated intents. The exact duration of an epoch can be application-specific (e.g., a day).

**Security and privacy.** Olive assumes that all clients sharing an **intents** table belong to the same application, and thus any client can complete any other client’s intent. However, for some applications this is not possible due to security restrictions. For instance, a client serving user Alice may downgrade its capabilities, to ensure it can not accidentally leak information to Alice about other users. So, that client may be unable to complete an intent running on behalf of another user Bob.

Differences in clients’ permissions can also lead to privacy violations. For instance, a client running on Alice’s behalf may write Alice’s private data into the **intents** table. Then, another client running on Bob’s behalf may read her data from that table and leak it to Bob.

For these reasons, Olive is suitable only for applications with clients in equivalent security domains. In future work, we plan to address this limitation, e.g., by propagating clients’ security restrictions to the **intents** table.

**Cloud support.** We have designed Olive under the assumption that cloud providers are unwilling or unable to change their APIs. However, a cloud provider could choose to add locks with intent to its external API. After all, unlike richer primitives like transactions, locks with intent would not require significant changes to cloud-storage internals. By adding locks with intent natively, and having more efficient execution paths for performing and completing intents, the cloud provider might achieve better performance than Olive.

### 7 Related work

Olive is related to a host of techniques that provide a substrate for building fault-tolerant services. It is also related to work that makes reasoning about concurrency easier for programmers.

State machine replication [38, 49] is a classic technique for building fault-tolerant services. A cloud application can use replication directly for fault tolerance. Olive instead takes a different approach by leveraging the underlying cloud storage, which is already made fault tolerant by using replication internally. Olive’s approach avoids consensus at the application layer and maintains reliable persistent states only in cloud storage.

There is also a long line of work on recovering computation from failures [22–24, 42, 43]. Compared with this work, nodes in Olive maintain and share state via cloud storage, which makes recovering from failed computation harder. Even with microreboots [22, 23], maintaining persistent state consistently despite failures is left to applications, which Olive addresses.

Write-ahead logging [46] is a well-known technique, widely used in database systems [9, 14, 18, 47], to provide atomicity and durability in the presence of failures. Olive’s intent **executionLog** is logically a write-ahead redo log, but Olive uses DAAL to achieve exactly-once semantics and to cope with concurrent executions of the same intent. A related technique, journaling, is also widely used in file system implementations [44, 45, 50] to ensure data consistency despite inopportune machine crashes.

Transactions, another popular primitive, provide strong ACID properties. Transactions simplify concurrency control by providing strong isolation [11, 17, 40, 41] among concurrently executing transactions. Recognizing the performance overheads imposed by general-purpose transactions in a distributed system, Sinfonia [13] proposes a restricted form of transactions called minitransactions. Sagas [31], on the other hand, proposes to split long-lived transactions into smaller pieces to enhance concurrency. It relies on user-defined compensating transactions to recover the database to a consistent state if individual transactions fail. Like Sagas, Salt [53] allows developers to improve performance by gradually weakening the semantics of performance-critical transactions. In the last few years, several works [12, 16, 26, 27, 55] have built distributed storage systems with general-purpose transactional features, sometimes exploiting modern hardware such as RDMA [27], a cluster of flash devices [15, 16], and TrueTime [26]. Olive takes a different approach since
distributed transactions on cloud storage would be expensive. The lock with intent in Olive has the benefits of a transactional primitive (automated failure handling, robustness to concurrency), but exposes a simple concurrency primitive that can be implemented without the full machinery and expense of transactions.

Leases [32], another popular distributed-system primitive, ensure exclusive access to a data object for a configurable amount of time. Chubby [20] and ZooKeeper [10] each implements a reliable lock service with lease-like expiration, enabling nodes in a distributed system to coordinate, usually at a coarse granularity. Like Olive’s locks with intent, the failure of a lease owner will not block the entire system forever, as leases eventually expire. However, when a lease owner crashes, lease expiration does not automatically restore cloud storage to a consistent state, a key problem that locks with intent address.

Revocable locks [34] provide the abstraction of non-blocking locks in a shared-memory model on a single machine. To get non-blocking semantics for locks, a thread can revoke a lock from its current owner and direct that lock owner’s thread to execute a predefined recovery code block. Olive’s locks with intent are similar in spirit. However, Olive does not require that the user write and reason about recovery logic. Also, Olive goes beyond a single-machine context to solve issues arising from machine failure and asynchrony in a distributed system. Such a design is crucial in Olive’s context given the distributed-systems setting where accurate failure detection and synchronization among clients is hard.

Exactly-once semantics and idempotence have been recognized as critical properties in various systems for simplifying application development and achieving stronger semantics [35]. Exactly-once semantics has been used as a correctness criterion for replicated services [30], for building three-tier Web services [29], and for distributed message delivery systems [36]. It has also been incorporated into database systems via queued transaction processing [19]. Recognizing the power of such semantics, Ramalingam and Vaswani [48] design a programming language monad that uses idempotence and exactly-once semantics to tolerate process failures and message loss in a distributed system. However, they neither consider concurrency control primitives in the presence of failures, nor use automatic failure detection and retry mechanisms, leading to different design decisions. For example, in Olive’s locks with intent, we find it crucial to track all intents associated with a locked object via cloud storage and to let any client execute any intent in the system. We also achieve a useful liveness property via an intent collector, which is not covered in their work.

In more recent work, RIFL [39] implements a reusable module to enhance the semantics of a key-value storage system’s interface from at-least-once to exactly-once. An application that builds atop such a storage service can handle server failures more easily. Olive’s locks with intent provide similar exactly-once semantics, but in a stronger sense: the improved semantics are useful to tolerate failures in the application layer, and they are guaranteed for arbitrary snippets of code rather than only for RPCs.

Besides fault tolerance and concurrency control, there are many works that enhance other properties of cloud services, such as the following. Tombolo [54] proposes the use of cloud gateways to reduce the latency of cloud data accesses. CosTLO [52] reduces the latency variance of cloud storage services. SPANStore [51] helps developers manage the use of multiple cloud storage services, to reduce service cost while still meeting the latency, data consistency, and fault tolerance requirements.

8 Conclusion

Cloud applications atop distributed reliable cloud storage services represent a new model of building fault-tolerant distributed systems, where all coordination at the application layer goes through cloud storage, without the need to re-implement consensus protocols.

Devising the right programming abstraction in this model involves the art of balancing a set of attributes, such as simplicity, programmability, expressiveness, efficiency, and generality. Olive’s lock with intent strikes such a delicate balance: its exactly-once semantics and mutual exclusion property are simple to understand and to use when reasoning about correctness; it is easy for developers to program with because it reuses common constructs such as locks, with an intent just as an arbitrary code snippet; it can be used to implement both weak eventual consistency and strong transactional consistency, allowing an efficient design without excessive constraints; it is generally applicable to a set of cloud storage services and popular distributed storage systems with the use of a common storage API. The result is a powerful new primitive that allows us to develop a set of useful advanced functionalities easily, correctly, and efficiently.
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